Protect your
mobile device
Our most vulnerable
devices are in our pockets

Mobile devices
account for

53

%

of internet
usage

13%

40%

Apple

Android

64

%

of Americans
report being
hacked

41 %

35 %

16 %

15 %

encountered
fraudulent
charges on
their credit cards

received notice
that sensitive
information was
compromised

had their email
accounts
taken over

received notice
that their Social
Security number
was compromised

14 %

13 %

6%

were impersonated had their social
in an attempt to
media accounts
take out loans or
taken over
lines of credit

were impersonated
in order to
file fraudulent
tax returns

Hacking concern is high, but we aren’t protecting
our mobile data, even with regular device protections.

59%

66%

worry being
hacked / infected
by malware

51%

worry more about
losing mobile data
than wallet

57%

of Americans do
not protect their
mobile data

security features
not important when
buying mobile device

Updating software
When do you update
operating systems?

When do you update
smartphone apps?

14%

10%
32%
16%

42%

42%

38%

When convenient

When convenient

New version available

New version available

Apps automatically

Never

Never

Using screen locks

Avoid public Wi-Fi

23%

28%

54%

2%

9%

46%

25%

9%

No screen lock

Access Wi-Fi in public

Password

Avoid public Wi-Fi

Pattern of dots
PIN code
Thumbprint scanner
Other

How do you use public Wi-Fi

71%

66%

21%

20%

Checking e-mail

Social media

Online shopping

Online banking

Cost of mobile hacking

$14,000
Average value of the data
on a personal mobile device

Data of personal or emotional value

50%

47%

“The digital photos and
video on my mobile
device are priceless”

“I could never replace
the content on my
mobile device”

2/3

of Americans
have at least one online account
with sensitive personal information

55%

36%

32%

39%

financial
services
providers

utility
providers

healthcare
providers

other bill
payments or
transactions

Compromise employer data

Cost of employee mobile device breach to a corporation

24%

%
64

<$10,000

39

security professionals doubt
their organizations can prevent
a cyberattack from employees’
mobile devices

%

$10,000 to $100,000

37

%

$100,000 to >$1 million

%
94

of security professionals
expect the frequency of
mobile attacks to increase

Types of mobile device hacks

Spoofing

Malicious apps

Misleading or unsecured Wi-Fi

Free apps with hidden malware
can compromise data.

Hacker can create a similarly
named Wi-Fi signal.
Users connect to it thinking
it is legitimate.

Download apps from the
app store, not from messages
or websites.

Man-in-the-Middle attacks

Phishing

Interrupts communication
between mobile device
and internet.

Friendly-looking emails or text
messages with malicious links
can gather sensitive information
and install malware.

Could give a hacker access
to your data, messages
and conversations.

Exploiting outdated
operating system
Developers continually fix OS
security flaws.
When OS isn’t updated frequently,
phone is open to attacks.

Only devices with mobile
security apps detect
man-in-the-middle
attacks and malware.

Install a mobile threat defense app

Install software
updates

Install apps from
legitimate sources,
such as the
App Store or Play

Lock your device

Use different
passwords for
accounts

Don’t perform
sensitive tasks
on public or
unsecured Wi-Fi

How to know if you’ve been hacked?

Works slowly
because of extra
malware code

Gets hot and
battery drains
quickly

Strange messages

Unfamiliar apps
and popups

Consumes
more data
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Mobile security apps use artificial intelligence software to
detect malicious behavior and malware on your smartphone.
Once your device has been compromised, experts agree
you should toss it!
Is your smartphone or tablet secure?

Let’s talk
Find out what Sprint Security Solutions can do for you.
Contact your local Sprint representative today to learn more.
Call 1-877-633-1102 or see more details on sprint.com/business

